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Our product portfolio is extensive, diverse and 
ever-expanding, focusing on play value and low 
maintenance.

Our business is just as much about our people as it 
is about our product. Our PlayRope team is made 
up of experts who are dedicated to helping clients 
understand true creative freedom, solve problems, 
navigate budget and find inspiration, to make your 
vision a reality.
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                    to the Greener, Safer, Stronger 
& Inclusive TGO catalogue packed with our most 
exciting products ever. 

TGO is fast becoming recognised as Australia and 
New Zealand’s leading supplier of quality outdoor 
gym equipment. Equipment that is designed and 
manufactured to deliver results. Equipment that is 
specifically built for local conditions and supported 
by a 25 year guarantee.

TGO gyms are the next generation of outdoor gyms 
perfect for your community’s needs. 

If you are safety conscious and eco friendly, TGO is 
the only choice and offers great value products that 
are greener, safer, stronger, inclusive and perfectly 
tailored for you.

Welcome
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TGO’s mission is to drive up physical activity, increase well 
being and promote climate action, in sustainable ways.

Our gyms break down barriers to exercise, activate green 
spaces and are truly inclusive. Independent research proves 
they reach inactive groups.

The Australian Government Department of Health Physical 
Activity and Sedentary Behavior Guidelines as at February 
2014 states:

The evidence is clear

Sustainable 
Wellness

Activity at the lower end of the scale (i.e. 150 min 
of moderate / 75 min of vigorous exercise) provides 
considerable health benefits, including reduced 
risk of CVD, type 2 diabetes, psychosocial and 
musculoskeletal problems.

Activity at the upper end of the scale (i.e. 300 minutes of moderate / 150 
minutes of vigorous exercise) is required for the prevention of unhealthy 
weight gain and some cancers.

Resistance training is important for maintaining strength, and also for the 
prevention of falls, as well as to reduce risk factors for CVD and type 2 
diabetes.

The health benefits of physical activity are continuous, beginning with any 
increment in activity above zero.

For health benefits, children aged 5 to 12 years / young people aged 13 
to 17 years should accumulate at least 60 minutes of moderate to 
vigorous intensity physical activity every day.

Did you know?
In a recent survey 
(Dudley NHS Survey) 68% of outdoor 
gym users reported they were more 
physically active as a result of using 
an outdoor gym.
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Product Features
GREENER STRONGER

SAFER

• User can generate their own power
• Recyclable materials

• 100% made in Britain
• 25 years warranty
• Mild steel grade S275
• Standard finish - e - coating with powder 

coat finish
• Optional coastal specification - hot 

dipped galvanized, 316 grade stainless 
steel fixings, bearings, shafts and axles for 
installations in foreshore locations

• Stainless steel handles
• Seat and back rest material: enhanced 

Polypropylene Ether (PPE) resin

• The manufacturer is accredited to the ISO 
9001 standard

• Free of crush points, sharp edges and 
entrapments

• Independently certified to EN16630
• Instructional videos via QR code
• Resistance proportional to user’s own body 

weight
• Junior Range certified to BSI PAS888

TRANSFER
• The design embraces key elements of the 

English Federation of Disability Sport Low 
Level - inclusive Fitness Initative (IFI)

• Wider seats
• Low level access point and transfer 

handles
• Contrasting colors for the visually impaired
• Junior Range available for children
• Wheelchair accessible
• Easy to follow signage with clear start 

and finish diagrams and large text for the 
visually impaired

EASY, 
INTERMEDIATE 

AND ADVANCED 
LEVELS

CHARGE
GLOW

RECYCLES 
HUMAN
ENERGY

BOOSTS 
PHYSICAL &

MENTAL 
WELLBEING

PROVEN TO 
REACH

INACTIVE 
GROUPS

INCLUSIVEBUILT IN 
RESISTANCE
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Product Range
When designing a gym, it is good practice to have a range of workouts, typically 
pick a couple for each; Cardio Toning and Strength. Feeling particularly Green? 
Then upgrade a Cardio unit to Energy!

CARDIO TONING STRENGTH ENERGY

TGO861
Cross Trainer

TGO891
Recumbent Bike

TGO835
Chest Press / 
Seated Row

TGO907
Hand Bike

TGO810
Pull Up / Assisted 
Pull Up

TGO970
Spinning Bike

TGO850
Bench

TGO941
Treadmill / Oblique

TGO800
Dips / Leg Raise

TGO870
Leg Press

TGO841
Plyometric Box Set

TGO825
Lat Pull Down /
Shoulder Press

TGO951
Leg Press / Bench
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CARDIO TONING STRENGTH ENERGY

TGO862
Energy Cross 
Trainer

TGO501
Single Pull Up Bar

TGO502
Double Pull Up Bar

TGO503
Triple Pull Up Bar

TGO504
Parallel Bars

TGO501
Single Pull Up Bar

TGO892
Energy 
Recumbent Bike

TGO908
Energy Hand 
Bike

TGO971
Energy Spinning 
Bike

TGO100 EDU
(Energy Display Unit)

TGO510
The Rig
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On this stylish cross trainer, the user will feel 
like they are in an indoor gym but outside. It is 
designed to give a cardiovascular workout, as 
well as helping to improve muscle tone in the 
legs and arms. 

With top quality bearings and sliding 
mechanisms the TGO cross trainer is smooth, 
safe and easy to use. From super fit to those 
new to exercise, this is the perfect piece for any 
gym.

Designed to give the user a cardiovascular 
workout and improve leg strength and muscle 
tone. It is ideal as a rehabilitation tool, keeping 
the back in a fixed position whilst working the 
lower body. 

The recumbent bike comes with our bespoke 
all aluminium pedals. These look and work 
brilliantly, but most importantly will never rust.

TGO861 TGO891

Cross Trainer Recumbent Bike

Integrated instructional signage and QR codes 
to view how-to-use videos mounted onto the 
vertical post

Stainless steel handles with 80mm end caps to 
conform to all international safety standards

All mechanisms are internal to the main chassis 
and covered by the top and side panels 
with a clever rotating disc on each side. No 
opportunity for any entrapments or protruding 
moving parts that could hit nonusers

Joint between the foot plates and handles 
designed to never protrude at front of machine 
ensuring no passer-by is in danger of getting 
hit by a moving part

Foot plates have a tread plate for secure 
grip and a foot guard to avoid slipping. Foot 
plate bases shaped to avoid any potential 
entrapment between it and the ground

Integrated instructional signage and QR codes 
to view how-to-use videos mounted onto the 
vertical post

Aluminium pedals and tread plates provide a 
good grip to avoid slipping
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The spinning bike is a classic machine for any 
gym. This cardiovascular piece of equipment 
works the lower body as well as heart and 
lungs. Install several together to create an 
outdoor spin class. 

All the mechanisms and built in resistance are 
cleverly concealed within the housing. This 
makes the spinning bike extremely safe as well 
as protected from the elements leaving it ready 
and smooth to be used by anyone, whatever 
the weather.

All TGO products are designed to be as 
inclusive as possible but this is one of TGO’s star 
pieces for inclusivity and can be used by both 
able bodied users and wheelchair users. It is an 
excellent cardiovascular piece of equipment 
and helps tone up arms whilst improving 
muscle tone, stamina and endurance.

The seats and handles on all TGO products 
are designed to an anti-vandal, UV and fire 
retardant specification - they will look as good 
in years to come as they do when installed.

TGO970 TGO907

Spinning Bike Hand Bike

Interactive components painted in a 
contrasting colour to comply to IFI and make 
the equipment as intuitive as possible

All edges have minimum 3mm radius

Aluminium patterned pedals provide a good 
grip to avoid slipping

A constant gap between any moving part 
and main framework to ensure no entrapment 
points

Integrated instructional signage and QR 
codes to view how-to-use videos mounted 
onto vertical post

A constant gap between any moving part 
and main framework to ensure no entrapment 
points

Integrated instructional signage and QR codes 
to view how-to-use videos mounted onto the 
vertical post

Wheelchair access
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This double unit includes a treadmill that uses 
a roller system set at a 3 degree incline to give 
the user the ability to jog or walk depending on 
their level of fitness.

All the rollers are stainless steel and run using 
selflubricating bearings to ensure the TGO 
treadmill stays looking shiny and working 
brilliantly year after year.

This roller system means that the faster the user 
runs, the faster they roll.

TGO941

Treadmill | Oblique

Instructional signage and QR codes to view 
how-touse videos built into the central frame

Handles conform to IFI standards to ensure 
safe and secure use of the equipment

Aluminium patterned platform provides a 
good grip to avoid slipping

Jump to it with TGO’s all new Plyometric Boxes. 
Great for the super-fit to the new user, these 
are a fantastic addition to your gym giving an 
excellent cardiovascular work out, improving 
heart and lung function, as well as improving 
leg strength and overall tone.

There are a number of exercise variations on 
this piece of equipment. The bars around the 
edge enables users to perform incline and 
declined press ups, as well as tricep dips.

TGO841

Plyometric Boxes

Integrated instructional signage and QR codes 
to view how-to-use videos

Three heights to provide a challenging 
variation for users

Aluminium patterned foot plates provide a 
good grip to avoid slipping
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This piece of equipment provides two stunning 
exercises for the price and space of one. It not 
only has an improved ‘dips’ exercise on one 
side but also has the more inclusive ‘leg raise’ 
exercise on the other side. The leg raise is an 
excellent way to improve your core strength.

The ‘dips’ is for the fitness fanatic who will 
visit the gym especially to use this piece. The 
dips improve the tone of the upper body, in 
particular arms and shoulders.

TGO870

TGO951

TGO800

Leg Press

Leg Press | Bench

Dips | Leg Raise

Integrated instructional signage and QR codes 
to view how-to-use videos mounted either side 
of the central frame

Interactive components are painted in a 
contrasting colour to comply to IFI and make 
the equipment as intuitive as possible

All products come with a manufacturing 
Identification plate

All our products have a coastal specification 
optional upgrade

Our unique leg press comes as a single unit or 
paired with our brilliant multi exercise bench. 
TGO took inspiration from the indoor gym 
industry and designed a smooth and easy 
to use leg press that glides up and down an 
inclined track. The large footplate allows for a 
variety of foot positions to accommodate a 
wide variety of exercise variations and users. 
The leg press will work leg and gluteal muscles 
under a controlled plane, with feet fixed onto 
the designated footplate. Change foot position 
to work the calf muscles too. It is the perfect 
exercise for the legs.

A combination of TGO870
Leg Press and TGO850 Bench available as 
a package under the code TGO951.
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The lat pull down and shoulder press should be
the centre piece of any TGO outdoor gym. 
Giving two exercises for the price of one, this 
is a really popular piece. Based on lifting 
approximately 30% of the user’s body weight, 
this machine works the shoulders and arms 
on one side and the arms and back on the 
other, giving a great upper body workout for all 
abilities.

Another star of the TGO range, this is an upper 
body double station that gives users a fantastic 
workout as well as saving space. Giving two 
exercises for the price of one, this is a really 
popular piece. Based on lifting approximately 
30% of your body weight, this machine works 
the chest and arms on one side and the arms 
and back on the other, giving a great upper 
body workout for all abilities.

TGO825 TGO835

Lat Pull Down |
Shoulder Press

Chest Press |
Seated Row

Instructional signage and QR codes to view 
how-to-use videos built into central frame

Interactive components painted in contrasting 
colour to comply to IFI and make equipment 
as intuitive as possible

A constant gap between moving parts and 
main framework to esnure no entrapment 
points

Lat Pull Down & Shoulder Press work on lifting 
approximately 30% of the user’s body weight

Seat supports made from 6mm thick mild steel 
plate to keep everything operating correctly

Instructional signage and QR codes to view 
how-touse videos built into central frame

Stainless steel handles with 80mm end caps 
conform to all international safety standards

Chest Press and Seated Row work on lifting
approximately 30% of the user’s body weight
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More than just any old abs bench, this is a 
classic example of how TGO brought their 
fitness and design expertise to get the most out 
of a single unit. 

There are a number of exercise variations on 
this piece of equipment not just limited to sit 
ups. The bars around the edge enable the user 
to perform incline press ups and tricep dips 
and the bench caters for a wide variety of sit 
up and abdominal crunch exercises.

This jewel of a double station is the piece of 
equipment that caters for the super fit user as 
well as those new to exercise. On one side there 
is a full pull up station for the very fit user and 
on the other the unique assisted pull up. By 
stepping on the platform, the user’s own body 
weight is counterlevered to enable them to 
perform the equivalent of a 50% pull up.

TGO850 TGO810

Bench Pull Up | Assisted Pull Up

Instructional signage and QR 
codes to view how-to-use videos 
built into central frame.

Bench allows user to produce 
sit ups, dips and inclined push 
ups as detailed on instructional 
signage

Instructional signage and QR 
codes to view how-to-use videos 
built into central frame.

Bench allows user to produce 
sit ups, dips and inclined push 
ups as detailed on instructional 
signage
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These units are popular amongst users 
looking to build up their upper body 
strength

(Especially their shoulders, arms and back).

Pull Up | 
Parallel Bars

Single Pull Up Bar Double Pull Up Bar

Parallel Bars

Triple Pull Up Bar

Overhead Ladder100% Made in Britain

Certified to EN16630. All TGO 
outdoor gym equipment is 
free from exposed end stops, 
entrapments, sharp edges and 
crush points

Designs include key elements 
of Inclusive Fitness Initiative 
guidelines

Anti vandal fixings

Welds certified to EN15015614

Powder coated finish

TGO501 TGO502

TGO504

TGO503

TGO505
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Inspired by the latest and best indoor gyms, TGO 
presents the new functional training rig for your 
outdoor spaces. Bring your bootcamps to this 
street workout station.

Designed for individuals and group exercise 
classes.

11+ users at any one time!

TGO510

The Rig

100% Made in Britain

All TGO outdoor gym 
equipment is free 
exposed ends stops, 
entrapments, sharp edges 
and crush points

Weatherproof

Low maintenance

Designs include key elements of inclusive fitness 
initiative guidelines

Welds certified to EN15015614

Wheelchair accessible

The Rig and so much more!
Get creative with bootcamp attachments; heavy 
ropes, resistance bands, punch bags and other 
fitness accessories, to enhance your training 
experience.

Step Up station

Step up | Plyometric 
station - Develop leg 
strength and cardio vascular 
improvement at this station.

Leg Raise station

Develops abs and core 
strength.

Narrow and wide 
(unobstructured) 
Pull up station

Great for wide and narrow 
grip pull ups as well as pull 
throughs.

Monkey Bar station

The ingenious arc design 
gives an even greater 
challenge for the user and 
helps to build upper body 
strength.

Multi - functional 
ladder station

A bit like wall bars in an 
‘old school’ gym, this multi-
functional station enables 
the user to perform sits ups, 
crunches, hangs, leg raises 
and raised feet push ups.

Multi functional 
stretch and flexibility 
station

This multi functional station 
can also be used for incline 
press ups, dips, planks and 
leg raises as well as those 
all-important stretches.

Dips station

The angle of this station 
enables the user to perform 
wide and narrow dips, 
working a variety of upper 
body muscles.
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Junior Range
Designed for younger users, the Junior 
Range is perfect for primary and junior 
schools. You can also add these pieces to 
Senior Gyms and Park Gyms, so the whole 
family can now work out together.

This Junior Range aims to set an early 
pattern for physical activity in young people, 
encouraging them to adopt a healthy 
lifestyle as they get older. When designing a 
gym, it is good practice to have a range of 
workouts, typically pick a couple for each; 
Cardio  Toning and Strength.

CARDIO TONING STRENGTH ENERGY

TGO894 
Junior 
Recumbent Bike

TGO512 
Junior 
Overhead Ladder

TGO942
Junior 
Treadmill | Oblique

TGO516
Junior 
Double Pull up Bars

TGO911 
Junior 
Hand Bike

TGO517
Junior 
Parallel Bars

TGO871 
Junior 
Leg Press

TGO887 
Activity 
Generator

TGO905
Junior 
Triple Step Up

Low maintenance

Welds certified to EN15015614

Weatherproof

Great instructional signage - 
workout QR code videos, start 
and finish diagrams
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Designed to give the user a cardiovascular 
workout and improve leg strength and 
muscle tone. It is ideal as a rehabilitation 
tool, keeping the back in a fixed position 
whilst working the lower body. The 
recumbent bike comes with our bespoke 
all aluminium pedals. These look and work 
brilliantly, but most importantly will never 
rust.

TGO894

Junior Recumbent Bike

All TGO products are designed to be as 
inclusive as possible but the Hand Bike is 
one of TGO’s star pieces for this. This piece 
can be used by both able bodied users 
and wheelchair users. It is an excellent 
cardiovascular piece of equipment, 
toning up arms whilst improving muscle, 
stamina and endurance. There is 
integrated signage on this product with 
clear instruction illustration as well a QR 
code linking to our how-to-use videos.

TGO911

Junior Hand Bike

Jump to it with TGO’s Triple Step Up. Great 
for the super-fit to the new user, these are 
a fantastic addition to your gym giving 
an excellent cardiovascular work out, 
improving heart and lung function, as well 
as improving leg strength and overall tone.

TGO905

Junior Triple Step Up

Anti vandal fi xings

Powder coated finish

BSI PAS888 - safety compliant for ALL ages, users and non-users

Weatherproof

Great instructional signage - workout QR code videos, start and fi nish diagrams

Stop mechanisms concealed

TGO took inspiration for the design of the leg 
press from the indoor gym industry to produce 
a smooth and easy to use leg press that glides 
up and down an inclined track. The large 
footplate allows for a variety of foot positions 
to accommodate many exercise variations 
and users. The Leg Press works leg and gluteal 
muscles under a controlled plane, with feet fi 
xed onto the designated footplate. Change 
your foot position to work the calf muscles too.

TGO894

Junior Leg Press
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No induction necessary intuitive &
user-friendly

Low maintenance

BSI PAS888 compliant

Easy to understand instructional
signage with start / finish diagrams 
and QR codes to view how-to-use
videos

This double unit includes a treadmill that uses a 
roller system set at a 3 degree incline to give the 
user the ability to jog or walk depending on their 
level of fitness. All the rollers are stainless steel 
and run using self-lubricating bearings.

This is to ensure that the TGO treadmill stays 
looking shiny and working brilliantly year after 
year. This roller system means that the faster the 
user runs the faster they roll.

These units will be popular amoungst those 
users looking to build up the upper body 
strength.
(especially the shoulders, arms and back).

TGO942

Junior
Treadmill | Oblique

Pull up | Parallel Bars
Junior

Double Pull Up Bars

Junior
Parallel Bars

Junior
Overhead Ladder

TGO516

TGO517 TGO512
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Low maintenance

Welds certified to EN15015614

Weatherproof

Great instructional signage - 
workout QR code videos, start 
and finish diagrams

Wheelchair accessible

Inspired by the latest and best indoor gyms, TGO 
presents the new functional training rig for your
outdoor spaces. Bring your bootcamps to your 
outdoor space.

Designed for individuals and group excercise 
classes.

Equipment in the TGO Junior Range 
falls outside the scope of EN16630:2015 
which specifically excludes equipment 
designed for users under 1.4 m high. 
Although superseded by EN16630:2015, 
BSI PAS888:2013 is the only published 
national specification that has a scope 
(provided by SW/136 [CEN Standards 
Committee]) that incorporates outdoor 
fitness equipment accessible by young 
people and children. EN16630:2015 
should be applied for layout, installation, 
maintenance and inspections for the 
TGO Junior range.

PAS888 (Publicly Available Specification 
issued by British Standards Institute) 

specifies requirements for equipment 
intended for use by adults and young 
people. Requirements for accessibility 
and safety in use for people of all abilities 
and levels of fitness are specified. Issues 
surrounding access by children are also 
included. 

PAS88 addresses essential safety issues, 
including those concerning entrapments, 
crushes, shears, pendulum movements 
and reciprocating movements. The scope 
of PAS888 does not extend to playground 
equipment.

TGO511

Certification, Standards and use of the Junior Range of 
outdoor exercise equipmentJunior Rig

Drawing pack revision tested: Multiple

Drawing pack date: 05/01/2015 - 10/12/2017

Dates of compliance testing:0 8/06-12/06/2015 &19/12/2017

Mr N A Ford

2 The Avenue, Romford, Essex. RM1 4LD

+44(0)777 1617 239

© Play-IT 2018

Statement: The above products (except TGO905) fall outside of the Scope of 
EN16630:2015 which specifically excludes equipment designed for users < 

1,400mm high. Although superceeded by EN16630:2015 PAS888:2013 is the only 
published National Specification that has a Scope (provided by SW/136 [CEN 

Standards Committee]) that incorporates Outdoor Fitness Equipment accessable by 
young people and children. EN16630:2015 should be applied for layout, 

installation,maintenance and inspections.

TGO871 Shortened Leg Press

TGO511 Shortened Rig

TGO894/TGO898 Shortened Recumbent Bike

TGO516 Lower Double Pull Up Bar
TGO512 Lower Overhead Ladder

Certificate of Compliance

Products:

TGO517 Lower Parallel Bars

TGO887 Activity Generator Sign

www.playconsultant.eu

TGO942 Mini Treadmill/Oblique

Awarded to The Great Outdoor Gym Co. Ltd.

Has been tested in accordance with PAS888:2013 limited 
to the items described above

Compliance and testing of permanently installed outdoor fitness equipment 
manufactured by The Great Outdoor Gym Co. Ltd. in accordance with 

PAS888:2013, Play-IT declared (full testing reports available upon request)

Nature of this claim is independent verification

TGO905 Triple Step Up
TGO911/TGO912 Shortened Hand Bike

The Old Dairy, Brogdale Farm, Brogdale Road, Faversham, Kent ME13 8XZ UK

Valid period 3 years unless the design is revised

TGO860M Mini Cross Trainer
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GREENER
SAFER
STRONGER
INCLUSIVE
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GREENER
We believe we have created the greenest outdoor gym 
equipment in the world!

With the aid of a little human power the units actually 
generate green energy that can be used to charge 
mobile phones or used to light the local area.

We use human energy to generate electricity through our 
energy range

No need to disturb the groundwork if you want to upgrade as 
we have designed special bases.

TGO gyms are manufactured using materials that are 
recyclable.

TGO GYMS ARE GREENER
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TGO Green Energy Range, get more communities active whilst helping the planet. 
These four new pieces convert human energy into useable electricity to power your 
outdoor gym lighting or charge your mobile phone.

GREEN ENERGY RANGE

62% used their TGO gym for 20-60 minutes per session 
(National Health Service survey UK)

Did you know?

Upgrade your package

Why not upgrade your gym to include the above four 
products. 

All TGO Cardio packages are upgradable in this way.

A low impact 
cardiovascular 
exercise that 
works both your 
legs and arms.

Energy Cross Trainer
TGO862

A completely 
new piece that 
offers users a 
spinning style 
experience.

Energy Spinning Bike
TGO971

The star inclusive 
piece, it can 
be used by 
wheelchair users 
and able bodied 
users.

Energy Hand Bike
Junior Energy Hand Bike

TGO908    |  TGO912

Accessible, simple and 
effective, making
exercise and charging 
your phone easy.

Energy Recumbent Bike 
Junior Energy Recumbent Bike

TGO892    |  TGO898
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TGO energy equipment allows the users to recharge 
their mobile devices whilst exercising.

Our energy equipment range delivers a perfectly 
engineered physical resistance level suitable for all 
users.

The console on each piece of equipment 
includes a watt counter that lights up when in use, 
instructional signage and a QR code.

A mobile phone/device holder is 
also fitted to all equipment 
with a USB charger.

TGO’s Charge System

People Power

The fitness equipment is as powerful as you are, up to a 
limit of 100 watts. 

The average user will generate 50 watts.

100W 75W 50W 25W
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The TGO Glow system harnesses human energy and turns it into usable electricity 
for LED lighting. There is an interactive display on the Energy Display Unit (EDU) that 
feeds back to the user the total kWh power generated. In addition to this each user 
can charge their mobile device.

TGO’s Glow System

Power Generation

An average user generates 50 watts whilst exercising so during a one hour workout 
they will generate up to 50 watt-hours, which equals 1 hour per light or 30 minutes 
for this gym. The EDU stores enough battery power to light the gym for up to 35 hours.

Glow Packages operate with 2 energy pieces 
per LED light

Industry Leading CREE XTE high 
powered LEDs

4924 Lumen Output

4000K Colour temperature

Ultra effi cient PIR movement 
sensor is optional

The LED flood light system is made 
in Britain.

It consists of the following:

TGO’s LED Lighting
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CODE NAME INCLUDES GUIDELINES
TGO862 Energy Cross Trainer

Mobile phone charging

Up to 8 pieces 
or minimum 
of 2 pieces per 
Electronic Display 
Unit (EDU)

TGO892 Energy Recumbent Bike

TGO908 Energy Hand Bike

TGO971 Energy Spinning Bike

TGOBGH01 Big Green Heart (BGH)
These convert our standard 
cardio pieces  
into Glow pieces

You need 1 x BGH 
for every piece of 
cardio charge you 
want to convert

TGOEDUG01 Electronic Display Unit 
GLOW (EDU GLOW)

Killowatt hour display, 
LED power bar, power 
management system, 
instructional graphic,  
cabinet, 2 x high performance 
lead acid batteries  
and internal cabling

You need one of 
these for each 
green energy glow 
gym

TGOFLG01 TGO Glow Floodlights

These oodlights are specially 
adapted to TGO’s Glow system 
to allow low voltage energy to 
power them. Floodlights can be 
operated on a motion sensor 
activation system.

It is recommended 
that no more than 
one oodlight is 
installed per 2 
pieces of energy 
equipment to be 
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Energy Display Unit (EDU)

User display:

Cabinet Size:

Consumables:

Electronics:

Cabinet materials:

Kilowatt hour meter (5 digits) – counting the total 
energy generated by the users of the gym.

Vertical LED power meter - shows power generated, 
the more users the faster the lights move.

Height –  1682mm
Width –  670mm
Depth –  320mm

Batteries - Lead acid, 2 x 12V 70AH

Operational Temperature +50 to -20 Deg C, Humidity– 0 to 95% Non Condensing

The EDU Glow is compatible with the following green energy gym 
equipment in any configuration:

e-coated mild steel and powdercoated

A4 stainless steel fi xings

Aluminium internal plates

PETG graphic panel

New TGO in-ground anchor

IP65 rated

Batteries - Lead acid, 2 x 12V, 70 amp hours

A completely new piece that 
offers users a spinning style 
experience.

Energy Spinning Bike
TGO971

The star inclusive piece, it can 
be used by wheelchair users 
and able bodied users.

Energy Hand Bike
TGO908

A low impact cardiovascular 
exercise that works both your 
legs and arms.

Energy Cross Trainer
TGO862

Accessible, simple and
effective, making exercise & 
charging your phone easy.

Energy Recumbent Bike
TGO892
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Adult Equipment Certification

Drawing pack revision tested: Multiple
Drawing pack date: 05/01/2015 - 10/12/2017
Dates of compliance testing: 08/06-12/06/2015 &19/12/2017

Mr N A Ford

2 The Avenue, Romford, Essex. RM1 4LD

+44(0)777 1617 239

© Play-IT 2018
www.playconsultant.eu

TGO941 Treadmill/Oblique

Awarded to The Great Outdoor Gym Co. Ltd.

Has been tested in accordance with EN16630:2015 limited 
to the items described above

Compliance and testing of permanently installed outdoor fitness equipment 
manufactured by The Great Outdoor Gym Co. Ltd. in accordance with 

EN16630:2015, Play-IT declared (full testing reports available upon request)

Nature of this claim is independent verification

TGO905 Triple Step Up
TGO907/TGO908 Hand Bike

The Old Dairy, Brogdale Farm, Brogdale Road, Faversham, Kent ME13 8XZ UK

TGO825 Lat Pull Down/Shoulder Press

TGO501 Single Pull Up Bar

Valid period 3 years unless the design is revised

TGO970/TGO971 Spinning Bike

TGO841 Plyometric Boxes (range)

TGO870 Leg Press
TGO861/TGO862 Cross Trainer

TGO850 Bench

TGO510 Rig

TGO891/TGO892 Recumbent Bike

TGO800 Dips/Leg Raise
TGO703 Cardio Multi Gym

Certificate of Compliance

TGO835 Chest Press/Seated Row

Products:

TGO701 Full Body Multi Gym
TGO702 Toning Multi Gym

TGO505 Overhead Ladder

TGO100 EDU Display Cabinet

TGO502 Double Pull Up Bar
TGO503 Triple Pull Up Bar

TGO504 Parallel Bars

TGO951 Leg Press/Bench

TGO810 Pull Ups/Assisted Pull Ups

TGO889 Welcome Sign Post
TGO888 Sign Frame

SAFER
As you can see from our certifi cation we 
take equipment safety very seriously.

TGO adult equipment is compliant with EN16630:2015

TGO equipment is independently certifi ed as compliant with 
EN16630:2015

All TGO stop mechanisms are concealed. All stop mechanisms 
are limited in their movement

All moving elements are within the framework of the equipment

All TGO equipment is free of crush points, entrapment points, 
shear-points and sharp edges

Integrated instructional signage and QR codes to view how-to-
use videos mounted onto the vertical post to demonstrate safe 
and optimal product usage.

Welcome sign included with every gym design as per EN16630 
requirements
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STRONGER
TGO’s equipment doesn’t just look pretty it’s as tough as nails. Made 
from high quality steel, anti-tamper fixings, and tested to 3 times that 
of indoor gym equipment, our equipment is made to last.

TGO manufactures its gym equipment in Britain. The steel 
sourced is kite marked. The factory conducts itself in 
accordance with ISO9001. Talented engineers oversee the creation of TGO products.

TGO equipment is manufactured with quality approval that includes regulated steel 
sourcing, qualified and trained staff, tig welding that is certified.

Made in the UK

25 year warranty on structural steel

Load and cycle testing

TGO fixings are anti-vandal and 
anti tamper

CE marked steel

Welds certified to BSEN ISO 15614

ISO 9001
Manufacture
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INCLUSIVE
The design embraces key elements of the English Federation of Disability Sport - Inclusive Fitness
Initiative (IFI).

Created for communities - with everyone in mind

Wider seats

Wheelchair accessible

Low level access point and transfer handles

Contrasting colors for the visually impaired

Easy to follow signage with clear start and finish
diagrams and large text for visually impaired

Every piece has been carefully 
designed with inclusivity in mind 
featuring key elements of the IFI 
standards.
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Equipment 
Signage
At TGO it’s not just the quality of our 
equipment we are proud of. Our user signage 
has received the same level of design and 
manufacture detail as our industry leading 
equipment. 

Our signage delivers clear and concise 
directions for use, benefits, warnings, 
contact and feedback details. The inclusion 
of QR codes onto all of our signage allows 
us to deliver user videos for each piece of 
equipment.

Dual signage on all Multi Gyms

Modern, clear and easily understood user 
diagrams

Signage integrated into 
either the mainframe 
or mounted onto the 
individual piece of 
equipment

Instructional videos via 
QR codes
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Colour Options

You know that TGO is the greenest outdoor 
gym provider on the market and we like to 
show this not only in our actions but also in 
our colours. We have designed our green 
and black range to be iconic and inviting 
whilst still blending in with the natural 
surroundings of parks and open spaces. 
If you would like a more urban feel to your 
gym then why not select our silver colour 
scheme.

Standard base colours are silver and black, 
with TGO green as the accent colour.

Other RAL colours are available at an 
additional charge.

Silver and TGO Green

Black and TGO Green
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PACKAGES
Designed with everyone in mind

We know you are busy so, to make life easier, we created a range 
of different gym packages
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MULTI GYMS
Perfect for small spaces & budgets

Equipment:

1 x lat pull down / 1 x shoulder press
1 x cross trainer
1 x leg press
1 x welcome sign

Minimum Clear Space

6.70m x 5.10m

4 station gym

Full Body Multi GYM
TGO701

Equipment:

1 x chest press / 1 x seated row
1 x leg press
1 x the bench
1 x welcome sign

Minimum Clear Space

6.10m x 5.80m

4 station gym

Toning Multi GYM
TGO702

Equipment:

1 x chest press / 1 x seated row
1 x hand bike
1 x recumbent bike
1 x welcome sign

Minimum Clear Space

6.70m x 5.10m

4 station gym

Cardio Multi GYM
TGO703
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PARK GYMS
Best Sellers

Equipment:

1 x leg press / 1 x bench
1 x Cross trainer
1 x Chest press / 1 x Seated row
1 x Dips / 1 x Leg raise
1 x welcome sign

Minimum Clear Space

9.20m x 7.50m

7 station gym

Small PARK GYM
Equipment:

1 x leg press / 1 x bench
1 x triple pull up
1 x cross trainer
1 x lat pull down / 1 x shoulder press
1 x Chest press / 1 x Seated row
1 x spinning bike
1 x welcome sign

Minimum Clear Space

10.70m x 10.10m

11 station gym

Medium PARK GYM
Equipment:

1 x leg press / 1 x bench
1 x pull up / 1 x assisted pull up
1 x Triple pull up
1 x Cross trainer
1 x Lat pull down / 1 x Shoulder press
1 x Chest press / 1 x Seated row
1 x Hand bike
1 x Spinning bike
1 x Recumbent bike
1 x Parallel dips
1 x welcome sign

Minimum Clear Space

12.90m x 10.40m

16 station gym

Large PARK GYM
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Equipment:

1 x cross trainer
1 x lat pull down / 1 x shoulder press
1 x pull up / 1 x assisted pull up
1 x leg press
1 x dips / 1 x leg raise
1 x welcome sign

Minimum Clear Space

11.70m x 5.20m

11 station gym

30 Minute GYM
Equipment:

1 x dips / 1x leg raise
1 x hand bike
1 x overhead ladder
1 x double pull ups
1 x leg press / 1 x bench
1 x parallel bars
1 x welcome sign

Minimum Clear Space

15.0m x 7.0m

9 station gym

Street Workout GYM
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Equipment:

1 x leg press / 1x bench
1 x cross trainer
1 x double pull ups
1 x hand bike
1 x The Rig
1 x spinning bike
1 x lat pull down / 1 x Shoulder press
1 x Dips / 1 x Leg raise
1 x recumbent bike
1 x welcome sign

Minimum Clear Space

18.0m x 11.0m

12 station gym + The Rig

Bootcamp GYM
Equipment:

1 x energy spinning bike
1 x energy hand bike
1 x energy recumbent bike
1 x energy cross trainer
1 x The Rig
1 x welcome sign

Minimum Clear Space

8.40m x 6.20m

4 station gym + The Rig

Cardio GYM
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Equipment:

1 x Junior Rig
1 x Junior Hand Bike
1 x Junior Triple Step Up
1 x Activity Generator
1 x Welcome Sign

Equipment:

1 x Junior Hand Bike
1 x Junior Triple Step Up
1 x Activity Generator
1 x Junior Leg Press
1 x Junior Recumbent Bike
1 x Junior Treadmill / 1 x Junior Oblique
1 x Junior Overhead Ladder
1 x Welcome Sign

Minimum Clear Space

11.5m x 10.0m

2 station gym + Junior Rig + 
Activity Generator

Minimum Clear Space

10.4m x 7.8m

6 station gym + Activity 
Generator

Inspired by the “bootcamp revolution”, this gym is encouraging all 
year groups (whatever their age or ability) to exercise together and 
improve their health and fitness. The equipment has been carefully 
chosen to create a fun and inviting environment to tackle child 
inactivity and provide every user a workout.

The ‘Get Active’ gym encourages children of all ages to get the 
governments recommendation of 5 x 30 minutes of moderate 
exercise a week. The Activity Generator encourages children 
to exercise using a variety of exercises/stretches to keep them 
interested.

Bootcamp JUNIOR Get Active JUNIOR

Junior GYMS
Perfect for schools
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Our mission is to always provide you with a quality outdoor 
gym installation. We offer a unique coastal specification for 
salt spray environments.

It is recommended that for outdoor gyms located within 
1 km of the sea or in areas with high corrosive conditions 
an upgrade to our unique enhanced corrosion protection 
specification is undertaken.

The coastal specification includes:

Enhanced
Corrosion
Protection

Upgrading key parts to 316 grade (marine) stainless
steel, including axles, fixings and non-painted parts

Replacement of e-coating with hot dip galvanising
and aluminium panels.

TGO’s proven polyester powder coat is maintained

All bushes are Oilite oil impregnated bronze bushes
which are resistant to corrosion.

Fixings upgraded to A4 (316) stainless steel from A2
(304) stainless steel

25 YEARS
Structural Steel

On the structural integrity of steel posts, all 
welds, bars and steel structural equipment

10 YEARS

Anti Corrosion

Against significant corrosion on 
galvanised products, which are erected 
250m or more away from the coastline

5 YEARS

Anti Corrosion

Against significant corrosion on 
galvanised products, which are
erected within 250m from the coastline

5 YEARS
Anti-fade on Paint

For paintwork against material fade from 
exposure to ultra voilet light
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Enhanced corrosion protection

In the standard finish product structural S275 steel is 
treated using the e-coating process and colour finished 
with polyester powder coating.

E-coating allows parts to be uniformly coated in 
seconds with tough, chemically resistant materials. 
These coatings are deposited from a water-based 
solution using a high voltage DC charge. The process 
coats all wet surfaces with a highly corrosion resistance 
finish. The automotive industry has long been a user of 
this process for the undercoating of car bodies and it is 
largely responsible for all but eliminating rust in modern 
vehicles.

The components are racked on special electrically 
conductive racks before being processed through 
a number of cleaning and chemical pre-treatment 
stages. The components then enter the e-coat bath for 
the brief coating process. After this, the parts are rinsed 
and baked at around 190°C.

Using e-coat as an undercoat and applying powder as 
a top coat gives a unique combination of finishes that 
has the protection and recess covering of the e-coat 
with the colour and flexibility of powdercoating.

The nature of the process and the way e-coating plants 
are designed gives nearly 100% coating utilisation, 
making it an environmentally friendly finish.

Coastal upgrade replaces the e-coating with the hot 
dip galvanising process involving immersion of the 
prepared steel in a molten bath of zinc. This provides a 
robust and highly corrosion resistant finish.

Upgrade from e-coating to 
galvanised

Depending on the equipment, features within the 
bearing assembly will also be upgraded when specified 
as coastal; bearing shafts/axles are upgraded to 
316 stainless steel for similar reasons to the fixings 
(environmental), but in this case it plays a crucial role 
in the longevity of the equipment function.

In harsh environments, 304 stainless steel can form 
‘pitting’ on the surface. This causes a rough finish on the 
shaft/axle, so TGO convert components to 316 stainless 
steel to maintain the smoothness and the lifespan of 
the moving parts. Bushes for both the standard and 
upgraded versions are Oilite oil impregnated bronze 
bushes which are resistant to corrosion.

Marine grade stainless steel

Across the cardio range, for the non structural panels, 
the s275 steel that would have been hot dipped 
galvanised is replaced with aluminium. Aluminium 
doesn’t rust and corrodes in a different manor to steel 
therefore does not require hot dip galvanising. This 
allows us to have have a superior finish and reduced 
labour time, opposed to hot dipped galvanising.

Fixings are upgraded from A2 to A4 stainless steel.
316 Stainless steel is more commonly referred to in fixing
form as A4. Often described as the marine grade, it is 
the highest corrosion protection for a fixing and benefits 
from enhanced resistance to stress-corrosion cracking.

TGO’s hot dipped galvanised spinning bike frames *Upgrade fixings are not tamper proof

Aluminium

Fixings upgraded
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Burrows Park, NSW (Randwick City Council) 

The Great Outdoor Gym Company warrant the products as follows:-

Duration

25 Year warranty on the structural integrity of steel posts, all welds,  
bars and steel structural equipment.

10 Year warranty against significant corrosion which threatens product 
integrity on galvanised products, which are erected at least 250 metres 
from the coastline.

5 Year Warranty against significant corrosion which threatens  
product integrity on galvanised products, which are situated within  
250m of the coastline.

5 Year Warranty against significant corrosion which threatens product 
integrity of non galvanised product caused by failure of paintwork and  
for material fade from exposure to ultra violet light.

2 Year Warranty on bearings and bearing cases.

2 Year Warranty on plastic or composite parts, seats, fittings and clamps.

1 Year Warranty on green energy gym electronics excluding batteries  
and USB ports.

1 Year Warranty on gears.

Rubber handles, USB ports, batteries and polyurathane traveller wheels 
are not covered by warranty and should be replaced during maintenance 
checks if required.

All Warranty claims must be reported within 14 days of thet claim arising. 
The reports must include the correct name of the product, installation 
date, a photo of the manufacturing label, photographic evidence andclear 
description of the issue/s.

This warranty is voided or not applicable if:

Evidence cannot be provided that the maintenance 
obligations, as set out in the manufacturer’s 

maintenance instructions, have been followed.

Damage is cause by accident, negligence, normal 
wear and tear,  misuse or vandalism.

The product is in regular contact with chlorinated 
or salt water or salt spray.

Non galvanised equipment is intalled within  
1 kilometre of the coast.

This warranty is limited to the supply of 
replacement parts only.

Manufacturer’s Product Warranty
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SMART & STRONG
                       SUSTAINABLE
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SMART & STRONG
                       SUSTAINABLE
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PO BOX 727, Morningside QLD 4170
Ph. 1800 767 529

1800 767 529
www.playrope.com.au
info@playrope.com.au

We pride ourselves on choice, 
innovation, safety, durability,  
fit for purpose & compliance.


